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1. Implementation Details

We train our method end-to-end with a batch size of 2 for
Ego4D and 4 for EPIC-Kitchens-100, linear warmup co-
sine as learning rate scheduler, along with the pre-trained
weights of Video-LLaMA [10] on 2 A6000 GPUs for 2.5
days.

1.1. Metrics

Edit Distance (ED@(Z=20)) [5]: This metric is computed
over a sequence of verb and noun predictions using the
Damerau-Levenshtein distance [3, 6] and takes into account
the sequential nature of the action anticipation task. A
prediction is considered correct if it matches the ground
truth at a specific time step using the edit distance opera-
tions - insertion, deletion, substitution, and transposition.
A total of K predictions are evaluated and the smallest
edit distance between a prediction and ground truth is
reported [5]. We consider the value of Z = 20 and K = 5
which is the same as Ego4D [5].

Class-mean Top-5 Recall (%) [2]: This metric evaluates
if the ground truth class is within the top-5 predictions
and averages the per-class performance to equally weight
all the classes. The top-k criterion takes into account the
uncertainty/multi-modality in the future action prediction
and class-mean is helpful for balancing the long-tail dis-
tribution.

2. Quantitative Analysis

Generalization and robustness to long-tail: We evaluate
our method on the unseen participants and tail classes of
EPIC-Kitchens-100 [2] and present the results in Table 1.
Unseen participants consists of those participants that are
not present in the train set and tail classes are defined
to be the smallest classes whose instances are around
20% of the total number of instances in the train set. We
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Figure 1. Analysis of plausibility in generated action sequence:
Black line represents our method and orange is the baseline,
Video-LLaMA. Comparing the two line plots, we can observe
that PlausiVL follows more number of temporal and action con-
straints over training than Video-LLaMA indicating that the objec-
tive functions Lplau and Lrep are helping the model to learn
temporal cues needed to generate plausible action sequences for
action anticipation.

observe that a better performance of our approach on the
unseen participants as compared to the other baselines
shows the generalizability of our model across unseen data.
Similarly, a better performance on the tail classes shows
that our model is robust to the long-tail distribution of the
EPIC-Kitchens-100 dataset.

Analysis of plausibility in generated action sequence:
To evaluate if the generated text is a plausible action
sequence and additionally, the efficacy of the Lplau
and Lrep objective functions, we calculate the average
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Method Unseen ↑ Tail ↑
Verb Noun Action Verb Noun Action

RU-LSTM [2] 28.78 27.22 14.15 19.77 22.02 11.14
Temporal Aggregation [8] 28.80 27.20 14.20 19.80 22.00 11.10
Video LLM [1] - - 12.60 - - 12.00
AFFT [11] 24.80 26.40 15.50 15.00 27.70 16.20
AVT [4] 29.50 23.90 11.90 21.10 25.80 14.10
MeMViT [9] 28.60 27.40 15.20 25.30 31.00 15.50
InAViT [7] 46.45 51.30 25.33 45.34 39.21 20.22
Video LLaMA [10] 46.87 51.47 25.40 45.71 39.32 20.35
PlausiVL 49.50 53.90 27.01 48.44 41.29 22.10

Table 1. Performance of action anticipation on EPIC-Kitchens-100 Unseen Participants and Tail Classes on class-mean Top-5 recall (%)
↑): Higher is better. Our method is able to outperform all the previous baselines.

Method ED@(Z=20) ↓
Verb Noun

PlausiVL (w/ DNR) 0.689 0.695
PlausiVL 0.679 0.681

Table 2. (Ego4D) Performance of PlausiVL with and without
”DNR: Do NOT repeat actions” in the prompt. We can observe
that having DNR in the prompt does not give much improvement
in the performance as compared to training the model with long-
horizon action repetition loss (Lrep) as objective function.

Method
Class-mean

Top-5 recall (%) ↑
Verb Noun Action

PlausiVL (w/ DNR) 54.30 53.20 26.63
PlausiVL 55.62 54.23 27.60

Table 3. (EPIC-Kitchens-100) Performance of PlausiVL with and
without ”DNR: Do NOT repeat actions” in the prompt. Having
DNR in the prompt is less effective than training the model with
long-horizon action repetition loss (Lrep) as objective function.

Method n rep=2 n rep=3 n rep=4
Verb Noun Verb Noun Verb Noun

Video-LLaMA 0.703 0.721 0.704 0.724 0.704 0.726
PLausiVL 0.680 0.681 0.679 0.681 0.680 0.683

Table 4. Results on different n rep for Ego4D on ED@(Z=20) ↓

Method Verb Noun
CLR Paradigm 0.726 0.766
PlausiVL w/ Lplau 0.686 0.698
PlausiVL 0.679 0.681

Table 5. Contrastive Loss with negative sample from other
videos (CLR Paradigm) for Ego4D on ED@(Z=20) ↓

number of temporal and action constraints followed in
the generated text. We compare the average number of
constraints followed by PlausiVL versus the baseline
Video-LLaMA [10] and present the graph visualization
in Figure 1. We report the average number of constraints

followed over the training and show the number over the
checkpoints from beginning till the end of training. From
the figure, we can observe that as the training of the model
with Lplau and Lrep losses progresses, the average
number of constraints followed increases in the generated
text. Morever, the average number of PlausiVL is higher
than that of Video-LLaMA. This indicates that by training
the model with Lplau and Lrep objective functions, the
model can generate more plausible action sequences and
they help the model learn the implicit temporal information
needed for plausible action anticipation.

Training with Lrep loss vs prompt tuning: We perform
an analysis where instead of training the model with Lrep
objective function, we simply prompt the model with the
phrase: ”Do NOT repeat actions” (DNR). We compare
PlausiVL trained with Lplau and Lrep losses (row 2) and
PlausiVL trained with Lplau and DNR prompt (row 1)
and present the results of this analysis for Ego4D in Table 2
and for EPIC-Kitchens-100 in Table 3. We can observe
that simply prompting the model with DNR in the prompt
does not give much improvement in the performance as
compared to training the model with long-horizon action
repetition loss (Lrep) as objective function. Training
the model Lrep penalizes the model for repeating the
actions and makes the model learn to generate more diverse
actions. This penalty is helpful in reducing repetition of
the actions over a long-horizon. Simply stating DNR in the
prompt only gives an instruction/command to the model,
whereas, training the model with Lrep loss influences the
learning of the model which is needed for the task of action
anticipation.

Lrep loss is dataset independent: We perform an anal-
ysis to highlight that repetition loss is independent of the
dataset. In other words, the performance of the repetition
loss does not depend on the number of repeated actions in
a dataset. We present this analysis in Table 4. We observe



Figure 2. Analysis of τa vs. verb-noun class-mean Top-5 recall
(%) accuracy on EK100 ↑.

no strong correlation between n rep and performance,
showing data-independency and also show that PlausiVL
w/ repetition loss reduces repetition and outperforms the
baseline.

Different videos as negative samples for Lplau loss: For
the Lplau loss, we use an implausible action sequence as a
negative sample. We perform an analysis of using negative
samples from other videos and show the results in Table 5.
This setting performs worse than Row 2,3 as it gives
a weaker signal of counterfactual temporal plausibility
than the signal of an implausible action sequence, since
sequences from other videos are also temporally plausible.

Anticipation time τa vs Accuracy: τa is the anticipation
time between the end time of observed video and the start-
ing time of the first action to be anticipated. The video dur-
ing the anticipation period τa is unobserved. For EK100,
τa=1s and for Ego4D, τa=2.20s on an average. We analyze
changing τa versus accuracy on EK100 in Figure 2. We can
observe that the method is quite robust till τa=3.5s whereas
Video-LLaMA is only robust till τa=2.0s for EK100. This
shows that the model can predict future actions even with a
far anticipation time.

3. Qualitative Analysis
In this section, we present more qualitative results of our
method. Given a video, the top blue box shows the predic-
tion from PlausiVL and the green box contains the ground
truth action sequence for reference. We can observe that
our method is able to understand the activity happening in
the video and then, generate action sequences accordingly.
Additionally, PlausiVL is able to generate action sequences
that satisfy the temporal logic constraints and are diverse
with less repetitions. The predicted action sequence is also
closer to the ground truth action sequence.



Prediction: take tape, measure ladder, put tape, put metal, weld metal, take metal, 
put tape, measure metal, take rod, weld metal, take tape, put tape, measure metal, 
weld metal, take welding, weld metal, put welding, take rod, weld metal, put tape

Ground Truth: take tape, measure metal, put tape, hold metal, weld metal, take 
metal, hit metal, move needle, take tape, measure metal, mark metal, mark metal, 
measure metal, mark metal, measure metal, mark tape, mark metal, mark metal, 
mark metal, put pencil

Video

Prediction: move vacuum, put vacuum, turn mat, hold mat, take vacuum, hold 
vacuum, put vacuum, turn vacuum, put vacuum, take mat, hold vacuum, turn mat, 
hold vacuum, take mat, hold mat, turn mat, take vacuum, take mat, turn mat

Ground Truth: move vacuum, put vacuum, take mat, put mat, take vacuum, move 
vacuum, clean car, turn vacuum, hold vacuum, take mat, put vacuum, fold mat, take 
mat, move door, unfold mat, shake mat, hit mat, adjust mat, take mat, hit matVideo

Time

Time

Prediction: take plant, put plant, take trowel, take soil, put soil, pour soil, adjust soil, 
take trowel, put trowel, adjust soil, adjust pot, take vase, adjust vase, adjust soil, put 
trowel, take plant, adjust plant, pour soil, adjust soil, adjust plant

Ground Truth: plant plant, plant plant, take trowel, scoop soil, scoop soil, pour soil, 
put trowel, adjust pot, carry vase, adjust bag, adjust vase, arrange vase, scrape pot, 
put trowel, adjust bag, hold plant, arrange plant, cut root, throw root, put plant

Video

Prediction: take carrot, cut carrot, put grater, grate carrot, take knife, cut carrot, 
grate carrot, put carrot, grate carrot, take knife, cut carrot, cut carrot, grate carrot, 
take carrot, put carrot, take grater, grate carrot, put carrot, take grater, put carrot

Ground Truth: grate carrot, put carrot, put grater, take carrot, grate carrot, scrape 
carrot, grate carrot, scrape carrot, grate carrot, scrape carrot, grate carrot, take 
carrot, consume carrot, hit grater, consume carrot, take carrot, remove carrot, take 
knife, clean carrot, put grater

Video

Time

Time

Prediction: move mold, turn clay, mold clay, take clay, put clay, arrange mold, put 
sand, pour sand, adjust mold, put mold, remove clay, put mold, wipe sand, carry 
mold, turn mold, remove mold, put sand, pour sand, take mold, put mold

Ground Truth: mold clay, touch clay, take clay, move mold, put clay, operate clay, 
adjust clay, take clay, throw clay, put sand, pour sand, put mold, remove clay, tilt 
mold, operate sand, put sand, stand mold, turn sand, hit mold, put mold

Video

Prediction: put card, take card, touch card, take card, put card, take card, put card, 
adjust card, pack card, take card, put card, take card, put card, adjust card, take 
card, adjust card, take card, put card, pack card, put card

Ground Truth: put card, touch card, take card, put card, take card, put card, pack 
card, take card, put card, pack card, take card, put card, take card, put card, put 
card, pack card, arrange card, take card, shuffle card, put card

Video

Time

Time

Figure 3. Qualitative Results over videos of diverse environments like kitchen, construction sites, etc. and their respective anticipated
actions from our method. Given a video, the top blue box shows the prediction from PlausiVL and the green box contains the ground truth
action sequence for reference. The model is able to generate plausible action sequences.
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